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ABSTRACT
This paper aims at analyzing the design and the realization process of PLC practical teaching device developed by the configuration technology. Specifically, this practical teaching device employs the teaching monitoring interface developed by the configuration software to communicate with the programmable controller so as to realize such functions as system login, question type selection and operation control for the teaching and assessing process. Meanwhile, the system function and structure, the hardware layout design, the material model selection, the system flow, PLC input-output terminal distribution, the configuration monitoring interface design, the array library dictionary construction and the monitoring process design are particularly described in this paper.
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1. INTRODUCTION
PLC technology application is an important content for the skill level appraisal of maintenance electricians, but the assessing equipment has relatively low automation and many human factors also seriously influence assessment fairness and quality. This system employs the secondary development of Kingview upper computer software to not only modularize and integrate the teaching content for the multiple use in this system, but also automatically set faults and detect troubleshooting operations, thus to solve fairness problem. Moreover, this practical teaching device, which can meet the requirements of Shanghai Municipal Human Resources and Social Security Bureau for relevant skill appraisal and assessment, employs the configuration technology to realize the function of student information login, and combines pictures, animations, words and analog simulation to realize the human-computer interaction of the configuration monitoring interface during PLC assessing and teaching process.

2. SYSTEM FUNCTION DESCRIPTION
This device aims at simulating the running state of the industrial field equipment and mainly employs human-computer interface for the information interaction with lower computer PLC, thus to enable PLC peripheral input signal to control the output state, but also enable the upper computer to control PLC output for realizing remote control. Ten sets of typical projects regarding equipment maintenance and debugging are mainly integrated for the system development in order to enable the students to independently carry out computer debugging, thus to improve their programming ability and operability. The system composition block diagram is as shown in Fig. 1.

Due to the limitation of PLC input-output count and the platform, for the consideration of beautiful appearance of the platform, this practical teaching device employs two projects --- forward-reversion operation and responder as an example for relevant demonstration under the precondition of realizing the primary function.
The design requirement for realizing PLC based forward-reversio
n operation of three-phase asynchronous motor is as follows: when the forward button SB1 is pressed, the contactor KM1 will be connected to the motor to enable it to execute forward, and the rotating direction of the motor shall not be reversed within 5s after the forward operation of the motor; in other words, the reversion button SB2 shall not be pressed within the specified time, and the motor shall still keep the forward operation. When the reversion button SB2 is pressed, the contactor KM2 will be connected to the motor to enable it to execute reversion operation, and similarly, the motor shall not be reversed within 5s after the reversion operation of the motor. When the stop button SB3 is pressed, the motor stops running.

The design requirement for realizing PLC based contest responder device is as follows: the moderator shall be able to control the two responder tables through pressing button SB3. After the moderator gives out the topic and meanwhile presses the responder button SB3, the competitive answering activity shall be started. The indicator light of the table of which the responder button is firstly pressed shall be turned on and meanwhile the buzzer shall be connected, and the subsequent competitive answer shall be invalid. After 5s’ delay, the buzzer shall stop working and meanwhile the answering indicator light shall be turned on, wherein the answering time is 5s, and afterwards, the responder indicator light and the answering indicator light shall be automatically turned off. In case nobody presses the responder button within 5s, the competitive answering activity shall be ended.

3. SYSTEM HARDWARE DESIGN
According to the system requirements and the function requirements, the layout of the platform design of the whole practical teaching device is as shown in Fig. 3. In the figure, the middle part is the control system, RS-232 communication mode is adopted between PC and the programmable controller; the left part is the responder actuator and the right part is the forward-reversal control actuator, and the above two parts are connected with PLC through terminal block interface, thus to modularize the system and facilitate system management, module replacement and device maintenance. Fig. 2 is the physical phone of the device. Models and functions of the components of the device are as shown in Table 1.

![Fig. 2: Physical Photo of the Device](image)

![Fig. 3: System Structure Drawing](image)

### Table 1 Component Functions Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Functional Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PLC</td>
<td>Mitsubishi FX-2n</td>
<td>Rapid program execution; simple, flexible and convenient programming; comprehensive supplementation for communication function; maximum control power.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terminal block</td>
<td>SAK2.5/EN guide rail installation</td>
<td>Convenience and simple operation of guide rail installation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor</td>
<td>775 DC motor</td>
<td>Rated voltage: 12V-24V; no-load current: 0.2A; no-load speed: 1800-2400rpm/min; weight: 300g.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. SYSTEM PLC PROGRAMMING

4.1 System Flowchart
In the software design, the system shall be firstly initialized and then the students can enter the login interface and input their own student IDs and passwords to log in the system. In the human-computer interface, 10 sets of typical projects are arranged, and for the testing projects, the students can click the project button to enter corresponding project operating interface.

For PLC programming in GX Developer, after the program is downloaded to PLC, the students can power on PLC according to the operating requirement, wherein if the program is correct, then the online execution is available; or else, the program shall be inspected and corrected for another test till the online execution is successful. The flowchart drawn according to the system control requirement is as shown in Fig. 4.

4.2 System PLC I/O distribution list
I/O distribution list shall be firstly given according to system requirements, as shown in Table 2, and then PLC can be programmed according to the control technology requirements.
Table 2 PLC I/O Distribution List

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input/I</th>
<th>Output/O</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moderator button</td>
<td>X0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Player</td>
<td>X1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B Player</td>
<td>X2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forward-reversion stop button</td>
<td>X5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forward</td>
<td>X3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reversion</td>
<td>X4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. CONFIGURATION MONITORING DESIGN

The configuration software for the upper monitoring computer can provide visual monitoring interface, field real-time monitoring function and real-time simulation operation. Specifically, the Kingview software developed by Beijing Wellintech Development Co., Ltd is adopted for this practical teaching device in order to design and develop the monitoring interface with real-time field monitoring and controlling function.

5.1 Graphic Interface Design

The practical teaching monitoring system is designed with 15 interfaces, such as “Login Interface”, “Operating Project Selection Interface” and “Project Operating Interface”, wherein “Login Interface”, “Operating Project Selection Interface” and “Forward-Reversion Interface” are as shown in Fig. 5. Specifically, such buttons as forward button, stop button, start button and forward-reversion indicators are modeled in the “Forward-Reversion Operating Interface”; moderator button, A player button and B player button, various indicators, etc. are modeled in the “Responder Operating Interface”.

5.2 Construction of System “data dictionary”

In the Kingview monitoring system, the database is the core of the whole software, and the data exchange between the graphic interface and I/O drive program can be realized through data variable, wherein the database variable is defined in the “data dictionary”, and corresponding variable name is established in the database according to PLC I/O distribution list in Table 2 in order to realize the information exchange with PLC, as shown in Fig. 6. During system program execution, when I/O variable value is changed, such change will be automatically written in remote PLC memory, and when PLC variable is changed, I/O variable in Kingview will be automatically updated.
5.3 Animation Connection

Animation connection means the establishment of the relation between the variables in the database and the picture elements in the graphic interface. Through such animation connection, the bilateral control and the simulation run of the graphic interface and the physical object PLC can be realized. For the example of the “Responder” in the “PLC Question Bank Operation Monitoring Interface”, the animation running control commands are as shown in Fig. 7.

6. SYSTEM OPERATION ANALYSIS

In order to check system experiment effect, it is necessary to set the communication system parameters, wherein the serial communication parameter Baud rate is 9600, the data bits are 7, the even parity check bit and the stop bit are both 1, the communication timeout is 3000ms and the communication mode is RS-232. Afterwards, it is necessary to place PLC running state switch at “RUN” and start Kingview operation system TouchView to inspect and debug the project, thus to realize the control function of the system.

The application of this practical teaching device can well solve the low automation problem in the skill training and examination for maintenance electricians. Meanwhile, the configuration technology is adopted to realize the function of student information login; the adoption of pictures, animations, words and monitored operation can well present the application of PLC in automatic control field, thus to realize human-computer interaction of the configuration interface and well integrate with the industrial remote control. In the colleges and universities paying more and more attention to theory and operability, such practical teaching devices act as the urgent devices for these colleges and universities to set up the intelligent practical courses for such majors as electrical engineering and automation in order to improve students’ operability.
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